Floor Prep
CLEANER FOR CEMENT & GROUT RESIDUES
* Strong Acid with NO FUMES * Water Based
* Environmentally Friendly
Floor Prep aggressively cleans off cement, lime, efflorescence and other materials that commonly stain
tile surfaces. Floor Prep is suitable for use over coloured grout joints.
SUITABLE RESIDUES






Salpetre Efflorescence
Lime Efflorescence
Cement
Cement based adhesives
Slight Rust Stains

COLOUR


Clear

SUITABLE SUBSTRATES





Ceramic & Mosaic Tiles
Concrete
Plaster
Sinks & Tubs

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

Walls & Floors

PRECAUTIONS

Floor Prep is unsuitable for:
 cleaning moisture sensitive green marble;
 general marble or other calcareous stones;
 tiles with an acid sensitive glaze.
SPECIAL CARE REQUIRED

Test a small area prior to cleaning the whole tile
installation. Residues must be rinsed off
surrounding surfaces & metal fittings with water.
Spills on fabrics must be rinsed off immediately
with water to avoid staining and permanent
damage. Always wear rubber gloves and eye
protection when working with Floor Prep.
FLOOR PREPARATION

Protect all surfaces that could be splashed with
Floor Prep. Highly absorbent substrates such
as porous ceramic tiles, concrete or plaster must
be wet with water before Floor Prep can be
applied.
COVERAGE

Coverage is approximate only and will vary
according to the degree of cement residues
present on the floor. As a guide, 1 litre of Floor
Prep will clean approximately 10 square metres
of floor.

APPLICATION & TOOLS

Apply Floor Prep with a mop or brush, working
within small areas at a time. Allow Floor Prep
to react for about 5 minutes. Scrub the floor with
a wet brush or an abrasive sponge, such as a
medium-grain SCOTCHBRITE, to remove any
crusts or stains that still remain and continue
scrubbing
until
all
visible
stains
have
disappeared.Repeat the operation for very
persistent crusts or stains. Remove Floor Prep
with a sponge, rubber rake or with an industrial
vacuum cleaner and then rinse the floor
thoroughly and repeatedly with water. Finish the
floor by drying it with a cloth.
CLEAN UP

Wet Floor Prep can be rinsed off any surface or
material with water.
SHELF LIFE

Twelve months if stored in the original factory
sealed packaging.
PACKAGING

Floor Prep is available in 20L, 10L, 5L & 1L
containers.
SPECIFICATION CLAUSE

The wall & floor cleaner shall be Morgan Floor
Prep - a high performance cement residue
cleaner.

MORGAN QUALITY POLICY STATEMENT

Floor Prep is manufactured and distributed to a
quality system based on ISO 9001:2000.
FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE AND MATERIAL SAFETY
DATA SHEETS

Email: info@morganadhsives.com.au
Technical Helpline: 08 9441 6677 (Response within 24hrs)
24 Hanwell Way Bassendean WA 6054
Ph: 08 9279 8911 Fx: 08 6278 1152
www.morganadhesives.com.au

USER
NOTE
Although
the
technical
details
and
recommendations contained in this brochure correspond to the
best of our knowledge and experience, all of the above
information must, in every case, be taken as merely indicative
and subject to confirmation after long term practical
applications: for this reason, anyone who intends to use the
product must ensure beforehand that it is suitable for the
envisaged application: in any case the user is fully responsible
for all consequences deriving from the use of the product.

Morgan Ceramic Tile Adhesives
operate & conform to the EMA
system

